Switzerland

Swiss Rhine ports bulletin (16 March 2020)

Sector frontier at Basel to Rheinfelden (Rhine km 149,000 to Rhine km 170,000)

Coronavirus/COVID-19 Limited services / waiting times
Navigation counter shut (Rhein km 149,000 to Rhein km 170,000)

Owing to the current situation relating to Coronavirus/COVID-19 and a preventive measure taken by Swiss Rhine ports in response to it – organisation of nautical personnel into two shifts – the following services cannot be provided in full, or only with some delay.

- Pilot service
- Bilge de-oiler BIBO REGIO – disposal
- SSB WILD MAA – Towing and pushing services
- Vessel measurements

Waiting times are to be expected for all services. The traffic control centre is closed to visitors until further notice. The navigation counter will also remain closed owing to the current risk of infection and associated health risk.

For enquiries relating to certificates, oil logs, log books or service record books, please use the postal service or send an email to patent@portof.ch

These measures apply with immediate effect until further notice.

Information is available from the Basel traffic control centre (RVZ). ( +41 61 639 95 30 / VHF channel 18. Thank you for your attention and have a good trip.